I. INTRODUCTION

D
ESIGNING a cost-efficient switching device is a key task to support switching function for all-optical networks in the future. Multistage interconnection networks (MINs) have been used in telecommunication networks for many years and also proposed to be used as optical switching topology by many researchers [1] - [8] . Among these MINs, researchers have paid most attention to the well known multistage cube-type networks (MCTNs), including the indirect cube network, Omega network, baseline network, etc. [9] , [10] For convenience, the SEs in each stage are also labeled with an -bit binary number, top to bottom, from 0 to , as shown in Fig. 1 .Used as anonoptical switch, an Omega network can support multiple connections between inputs and outputs. An -permutation is called admissible if conflict-free paths can be established, one for each (input/output) pair defined by the permutation. Fig. 1 of all admissible permutations to the Omega network. Since all MCTNs are proven topologically equivalent [9] , [10] , we select the Omega network for the purpose of study. Using MINs for optical networks is a natural and feasible extension of their applications. However, one significant problem an optical switch introduces is the crosstalk which is caused by undesired coupling between signals carried by two waveguides [1] when they meet at a common SE. Crosstalk reduces the signal-to-noise ratio and limits the network size. One way to deal with the problem is to use a regular MIN to provide the connection, with only half of the input and output ports being used. This MIN is called a dilated MIN, in which the crosstalk can be eliminated by ensuring that only one input of every switch is active at any time. This method is called network dilation or space-domain approach [1] - [5] . Fig. 2 shows a dilated 4 4 Omega network, in which only one of the two input (or output) ports of each switch at the first and last stages is allowed to use. In a dilated network, a connection between an input and output is established by choosing an appropriate path in the network so that no switch in the network will have both input ports active at the same time. Fig. 2 shows four crosstalk-free (CF) paths for four (input/output) pairs. Obviously, an dilated Omega has the same hardware cost as that of a regular Omega. It is shown in [2] that an dilated Omega network used as an optical switch has the same permutation capability as that of an regular Omega network used as a nonoptical switch, but the hardware cost is more than doubled.
Qiao et al. proposed a time-domain approach [6] that extends the method used in the reconfiguration with time-division multiplexing (RTDM) to avoid crosstalk. Specifically, RTDM partitions the set of required connections into several subsets, each of which is a CF mapping for an undilated network, meaning that at most one path goes through a switch element in each subset. By establishing the connections for each of these CF mappings in a separate time slot, crosstalk is avoided without the need for a dilated network. Note that a CF mapping admissible to an undilated network can contain, at most, connections. Qiao et al. [1] used to denote the set of -permutations realizable with two CF mappings on an Omega network, and proved that the size of is larger than the size of class . An interesting question left unanswered is how to characterize the set . In other words, how do we know if a given permutation belongs to ? Moreover, compared with , how much larger is the set ? This paper first presents an optimal time algorithm for the membership problem. Using this algorithm, this paper then proves an interesting result that , where denotes the set of admissible -permutations to the extrastage Omega network. An extra-stage Omega network is simply obtained by adding one more stage of shuffle in front of an Omega network [12] - [15] . An extra-stage Omega network provides two paths between an input and an output and allows much more permutations to be admitted. Gazit and Malek [11] presented an algorithm to compute the size of
. Their formula shows that is much larger than . Therefore, the results of this paper implies that is also much larger than . Fig. 3 shows an example of one extra-stage Omega network. This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces previous results and related terms. Section III presents the membership algorithm; Section IV proves ; and Section V concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES ction, we introduce the window method and other related notions that will be used in the following sections. For a blocking network, determining the admissibility of a given permutation is a fundamental problem. The window method [16] , [17] has been used to deal with this problem for Omega and extra-stage Omega networks. Later, this method will be modified in this paper and used for the class .
Given an -permutation , a transition sequence [16] , [17] for a pair is the -bit binary representation of followed by the -bit binary representation of . Given a permutation , if we list all transition sequences, one for each pair , we obtain an matrix called transition matrix. We define a window to be a collection of consecutive columns in . Specifically, window . It is shown [16] that a permutation is admissible if and only if the rows in any window (i.e., the -bit numbers) are distinct. As an example, Fig. 4 shows all windows of a given 8-permutation which are admissible to the 8 8 Omega network of Fig. 1 , where the 8 disjoint paths are shown. Note that the definition of windows here is slightly different from the definition used in [16] , [17] .
A key point behind this window method is that the -bit number of row in window , denoted by , is exactly the output port address at stage passed by path . Therefore, if all numbers are distinct in , the paths will go through different exit ports at stage , without conflicting. Moreover, the first bits of row in is the label of the SE at stage which provides connection for path . This observation can be easily verified by tracing the path from source to destination . In this seFirst, the source address is shuffled to the input port at stage 0. This input port is at the switch with label . Its two output port addresses are and . Depending on or 1, we can set the switch such that the path goes through the output port . Then, this address is shuffled to the input port at stage 1. Similarly, we can set the corresponding switch such that this path goes through the port at stage 1. Repeating this argument, we conclude that this path goes through the exit port at stage . Finally, this path reaches the output port at stage . Note that this path is unique. At stage , we must set the switch labeled such that the path takes output address . Thus, the above observation is true.
III. AN MEMBERSHIP ALGORITHM FOR CLASS
Since class consists of permutations that can be realized in two time slots, the membership problem here is equivalent to the following problem: is it possible to divide the pairs of a given permutation into two CF groups such that they can go through the network in two different time slots? For this problem, the window method cannot directly solve this problem, because two conflict-free paths in a regular Omega network become conflicting paths if they go through a common SE in an optical network. For example, path (000, 101) and (100, 011) in Fig. 1 are conflicting optical paths. For optical MIN, only one path is allowed to cross an SE to avoid crosstalk. Therefore, we need to modify the definition of windows. The key observation to the solution is that the path for pair is unique and the label of the SE used by the path in stage is exactly equal to the first bits of row in . Therefore, given a transition matrix , we define an optical window to be a collection of consecutive columns. Specifically, the optical window . Fig. 5 shows an example of the optical windows.
It is evident that the -bit number of row in , denoted by , is the label of the SE used by path at stage . Therefore, a group of pairs is a CF mapping if and only if their corresponding rows in are distinct in every optical window. In order to solve the membership problem, we introduce the notion of conflict graph.
Definition: The conflict graph of an -permutation is the graph , where , and there is an optical window such that . It is clear that vertices and in the conflict graph are adjacent if and only if they share a common SE at some stage. Fig. 6 shows an example of the conflict graph.
Theorem 1: A permutation belongs to class if, and only if, its conflict graph is two-colorable. Proof: A graph is two-colorable if each vertex of can be assigned a color, black or white, such that the vertices of the same color are not adjacent. If , then we can partition the pairs into two CF mappings, and . We color a vertex in black if
, and white otherwise. Let , be any two black vertices. Since path and path in do not share a common SE, their rows must be distinct in every optical window. From the definition of a conflict graph, we know that there is no edge between and . Similarly, there is no edge between two white vertices. Therefore, the conflict graph is two-colorable. On the other hand, if the graph is two-colorable, we can put in group A if is colored black and in group B otherwise. Now, any two paths, and , in group A do not conflict (share a common SE) because there is no edge between and in graph , and hence, pairs in form a CF mapping. Similarly, pairs in form another CF mapping. Therefore, belongs to . Fig. 6 shows that the conflict graph of the permutation of The following admissibility algorithm shows how to construct the conflict graph in time. After the conflict graph is constructed, a simple linear algorithm checks the two-colorability. Step 3. Use depth-first search to color with black and white. If successful, return (" is in ") and output: Group A is black Group B is white else return (" is not in "); End.
Algorithm
The time complexity can be analyzed as follows:
Step 1) needs time;
Step 2) needs time because there are at most inner loops for each statement in Step 2, and there are at most outer loops; Step 3) needs time because there are at most edges. Note that any path can conflict with at most one of other paths in each stage. If it conflicts with more than one path, the algorithm will exit at Step 2 (iii), and the graph is not two-colorable. Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm is . It is optimal because there are switches to be set individually. A deeper analysis on the lower bound of this problem can be found in [17] .
IV. A PROOF OF
Before we show the proof of , we need to introduce a method to identify any permutation that belongs to (see [17] for detail). Actually, the method used to identify an permutation follows the method used for permutation.
As we mentioned before, an extra-stage Omega network provides two different paths between any source and its destination. Given a source and a destination , the two paths connecting and can be conveniently represented by the following -bit sequence, which is also called a transition sequence:
The value of can be 0 or 1, which specifies one of the two paths. For example, in Fig. 8 , the sequence 000 0 101 and 000 1 101 represent two paths from source 000 to destination 101. When the -bit is fixed, the path is chosen. Similar to Omega network, the -bit number also is the exit port address at stage taken by this path.
Given an -permutation, if we list all transition sequences, two for each pair , then we obtain a transition matrix , in which row is the transition sequence of with , and row is the transition sequence of with . We also define a window of as consecutive columns. The middle column is called column because it contains the value of for each path. Window is defined as . As an example, Fig. 8 shows all windows for the 8-permutation of Fig. 4 for an extra-stage Omega network.
In [17] , a conflict graph is used to identify permutations admissible to , where contains vertices, one for each row in and if and only if in some window . Theorem 2 [17] : A permutation is admissible to network if and only if its conflict graph is twocolorable (see [17] for detail). Now, let us prove . . Fig. 9 shows the structure of for the permutation of Fig. 4 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an membership algorithm for the class of permutations, where is the set of permutations which are realizable with two CF-mappings by an Omega network. Based on this algorithm, we have proven that the class of is identical to the class of , which is the set of permutations admissible to an extra-stage Omega network. Previously, Qiao et al. [6] proved that the size of is larger than the size of class , but . The permutation in Fig. 4 He is a Software Engineer with IBM Corporation, Poughkeepsie, NY, where he works in the RS/6000 SP CSS Switch Software Development Team. His research focus has involved switch network management.
